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ABSTRACT

The width of an interconnect line a�ects the total power
consumed by a circuit� A tradeo� exists� however� between
the dynamic power and the short�circuit power in determin�
ing the width of inductive interconnect� The optimum line
width that minimizes the total transient power dissipation is
determined in this paper� A closed form solution for the op�
timum width with an error of less than �� is presented� For
a speci�c set of line parameters and resistivities� the power
is reduced by almost ��� as compared to a minimum wire
width� Considering the driver size in the design process� the
optimum wire and driver size that minimizes the total tran�
sient power is also determined�

�� INTRODUCTION

With decreasing feature size in CMOS circuits� intercon�
nect design has become an important issue in high speed�
high complexity integrated circuits 	IC
� With the increase
in signal frequencies and the corresponding decrease in signal
transition times� the interconnect impedance can behave in�
ductively� producing on�chip noise� Inductive behavior can�
however� be exploited� As shown in ��� a properly designed
inductive line can reduce the total power dissipated by long
interconnect such as high speed clock distribution networks
or data busses� Clock networks can dissipate a large portion
of the total power consumed by a synchronous IC� ranging
from ��� to as high as ��� ��� The technique proposed here
can be used to reduce the overall power being dissipated by
a high speed clock distribution network�
Many algorithms have been proposed to determine the

optimum wire size that minimizes a cost function such as
delay ��� As the inductance becomes important� certain al�
gorithms have been enhanced to consider an RLC model ���
Previous studies in wire and driver sizing do not consider the
change in signal characteristics accompanied with a change
in the line inductive impedance characteristics� The criteria
that minimize delay are based on an unrealistic inductance
model and� furthermore� do not consider power dissipation�
The work described in �� minimizes power dissipation while
ignoring the e�ect of line inductance on the power charac�
teristics�
In this paper� the tradeo� between short�circuit and dy�

namic power in inductive interconnect is introduced� The
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optimum line width that minimizes the total power dissi�
pation is determined� As the line driver has an important
e�ect on the signal and power dissipation characteristics� a
closed form solution for the simultaneous driver and wire
sizing problem that minimizes the total transient power dis�
sipation is presented�
The paper is organized as follows� In section �� the tran�

sient power characteristics of inductive interconnect are dis�
cussed� A power optimization criterion is formulated in sec�
tion �� Some simulation results are presented in section ��
In section �� the e�ects of line material and length on the op�
timum interconnect width is exempli�ed� Some conclusions
are discussed in section ��

�� POWER CHARACTERISTICS OF

INDUCTIVE INTERCONNECT

The transient power characteristics of inductive inter�
connect are presented in this section� The research described
in �� uses wire sizing techniques to reduce the total transient
power dissipated by a clock distribution network� however� a
closed form solution to determine the optimum interconnect
width is not provided� This model also ignores the change
in circuit behavior that occurs when the width of the line is
increased� The matching response between the line and the
driver plays an important role in the transient power dissipa�
tion� In ��� the driver size is also not considered as a design
variable�

The dependence of the power dissipation on the intercon�
nect width is illustrated in Fig� �� As the line inductance
increases� the short�circuit power decreases for wider inter�
connect�
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Figure �� Short�circuit� dynamic� and total transient power dis�
sipation as a function of the width of the interconnect line

If the interconnect exceeds a certain width� the short�
circuit power begins to increase� The dynamic power in�
creases with line width as the line capacitance increases� As



shown in Fig� �� a tradeo� exists between dynamic and short�
circuit power in sizing inductive interconnect�
For the circuit shown in Fig� �� a long interconnect line

connecting two CMOS inverters can be modeled as a lossy
transmission line� A change in the line width primarily af�
fects the dynamic power of Inv� P�d� and the short�circuit
power of Inv� P�sc� The dynamic power of Inv� depends on
the load capacitance� and is not a�ected by the wire size�
The change in the short�circuit power of Inv� is negligible�
assuming a �xed signal transition time at the input of Inv��
P�d is given by P�d � f Vdd

� C�� where f is the operating
frequency� C� is the total capacitance driven by Inv�� and
Vdd is the supply voltage� The short�circuit power dissipa�
tion within the load gate P�sc is directly proportional to the
input signal transition time� which is the signal transition
time at the far end of an interconnect line� P�sc can be rep�
resented as

P�sc � G	Vdd� Vt� K� CL
 �� f� 	�


where �� is the transition time of the input signal at the load
gate� and G	Vdd� Vt� K� CL
 is a function of Vdd� threshold
voltage Vt� transconductance K of the load gate� and capac�
itive load CL� The general form of 	�
 is valid whether the
load is modeled as a capacitive load� a lossless transmission
line� or a lossy transmission line� G is also a function of ���
however� the dependence of G on �� is small�
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Figure �� CMOS gates connected by an RLC interconnect

At small interconnect widths� the characteristic line
impedance Zlossy is large as compared to the equivalent out�
put resistance of the transistor Rtr� Thus� the line is over�
driven 	the underdamped condition
� Zlossy decreases with
increasing line width� The line remains underdamped until
Zlossy equals Rtr� A further increase in the line width under�
drives the line as Zlossy becomes less than Rtr� As the line
width is increased� the line driving condition changes from
overdriven to matched to underdriven ���
For an overdriven line� the short�circuit power dissipation

changes with line width as shown in Fig� �� For an un�
derdriven line� however� an increase in the line width in�
creases the short�circuit power� To characterize this behav�
ior� a closed form expression for the signal transition time is
presented in section ��

�� OPTIMUM INTERCONNECT WIDTH

FOR MINIMUM POWER

An optimization criterion for wire sizing is presented in
this section� The total transient power is expressed in terms
of two design parameters� the interconnect width and the
driver size�
Previous research in wire sizing has not considered the

change in the line inductive impedance characteristics with a
change in the line width� As described in section �� a change
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Figure �� Short�circuit power of the load gate

in the line impedance characteristics a�ects the power dissi�
pation characteristics� Speci�cally� in previous research the
behavior of the short�circuit power has not been included as
a part of the optimization process� Ignoring the intercon�
nect matching characteristics between the driver and load
may also lead to a non�optimal solution�
From the discussion presented in section �� the geometric

width 	the e�ective impedance
 of the driver also plays an
important role in the matching response and the total tran�
sient power dissipation� Two complementary e�ects occur�
As the driver size increases� the transition time of the output
signal decreases and� consequently� the short�circuit power of
the load gate decreases� Simultaneously� the gate input ca�
pacitance of the driver increases as the width of the driver
becomes larger� increasing the power required to charge the
gate capacitance�
For an inverter driving N gates� as shown in Fig� �� the to�

tal transient power dissipation Ptdrive	WINT �Wn
 is a func�
tion of two design parameters� WINT is the line width and
Wn is the NMOS transistor width of the driver 	a symmetric
driver is assumed
�

Ptdrive	WINT �Wn
 � P�d	WINT 


� N P�sc	WINT �Wn
 � Pdrive	Wn
� 	�


where Pdrive	Wn
 is the dynamic power required to charge
the driver gate capacitance�

Pdriver	Wn
 � f Vdd
� Cdriver	Wn
� 	�


Cdrive	Wn
 � �Wn	� �
�n
�p


LnCox� 	�


where �n
�p

is the the electron�to�hole mobility ratio� Ln is

the feature size� Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit
area� and � is a constant characterizing the e�ective gate
capacitance during di�erent regions of operation�
The dynamic power of the driving inverter P�d	WINT 
 is

a function of the interconnect width�

P�d	WINT 
 � f Vdd
� C�	WINT 
� 	�


C�	WINT 
 � NC�g � CINT 	WINT 
� 	�


where C�g is the gate capacitance of the load inverter� and
CINT 	WINT 
 is the total interconnect capacitance as a func�
tion of the interconnect width�
A closed form solution for the signal transition time at

the far end of an inductive interconnect is determined� The
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Figure �� Inverter driving N logic gates

signal transition time is described in terms of the per unit
length line impedance parameters� For a low�to�high input
transition� an analytical expression for the signal at the far
end of a line is

V 	t
 � Vc	�pOFF 
 e
��n�t��pOFF �� 	�


where �pOFF is the time at which the PMOS transistor of
the driver turns o�� Vc	�pOFF 
 is the voltage of the load
capacitance at �pOFF � and

�n �

��RINT �n
LINT �n

�

q
	 ��RINT �n

LINT �n


�
�

�
LINTC�

�
� 	�


where �n	Wn
 � ��Rn	Wn
� Rn is the NMOS transistor
equivalent resistance� and RINT and LINT are the total line
resistance and inductance� respectively�
The transition time is expressed by �� �

t����t���
���

� where
t��� and t	�� are the times at which the signal reaches ���
and ��� of the �nal value� respectively� Using closed form
expressions for the line impedance parameters in terms of the
line width� the transition time ��	WINT �Wn
 as a function
of Wn and WINT is obtained� The short�circuit power of the
load inverter P�sc	WINT �Wn
 is used to obtain a closed form
solution for the minimum power�

To obtain a closed form solution for the optimum
width� expressions are presented for the line impedances that
model the interconnect� RINT is given by the well known
formula �

WINT T
� where � and T are the line resistivity and

thickness� respectively� CINT is expressed in terms of the
line dimensions for di�erent line structures as described in
���
An expression for the line inductance requires informa�

tion describing the current return path� For an interconnect
shielded by two ground lines� a closed form expression is ob�
tained for the line inductance in terms of the line dimensions
and the separation between the signal line and the ground
lines� A shielded structure is commonly used in clock distri�
bution networks ���
Equation 	�
 is a nonlinear equation in two variables� Dif�

ferentiating 	�
 with respect to WINT and Wn and equating
both expressions to zero� two nonlinear equations in WINT

and Wn are obtained� Numerical methods are used to solve
these two expressions�

dPtdrive

dWINT

� ��
dPtdrive

dWn
� �� ���

�� SIMULATION RESULTS

For a speci�c driver size� the total transient power dissipa�
tion is a function of the line width� Given a set of line param�
eters� the optimum line width can be obtained by determin�
ing the interconnect width that minimizes Ptdrive� Values

of RINT � CINT � and LINT are determined based on the fol�
lowing physical parameters� � � ��� ��cm and l � �mm�
where l is the interconnect length� A ���� �m CMOS driver
inverter with Wn � �� �m and Wp � ���m is also as�
sumed�
A comparison between the analytic solution and circuit

simulation for di�erent loads is listed in Table �� The er�
ror between the analytic solution and SPICE for the chosen
range of values is less than ���
The optimum width for minimum power is compared with

the optimum width for minimum delay� Listed in the last
column in Table � is the per cent increase in signal propaga�
tion delay when the optimum line width for minimum power
is considered rather than the optimum width for minimum
delay� Note that the maximum increase in delay is about
����

Table �� Simulation and analytical results of the optimum width
for di�erent loads

Number WINToptimum	�m
 Error Increase
of Loads N Analytical SPICE 	�
 in delay 	�


� ���� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ���� ���
�� ���� ���� ���� ���

For N � ��� the total transient power dissipation of a
symmetric driver is illustrated in Fig� �� Considering the
driver size as a design variable� a di�erent local minimum for
the transient power dissipation exists for each driver size�
Furthermore� for each line width� a minimum transient

power dissipation exists for each driver size� A global min�
imum for the transient power is obtained by determining
the optimum value of each design variable� Considering the
driver size as a design parameter� 	�
 is a function of two vari�
ables� permitting the global minimum for the power dissipa�
tion to be determined� For the example circuit shown in Fig�
�� the global minimum power is achieved at WINT � ����m
and Wn � ���m� Rather than minimizing the total tran�
sient power� a closed form expression of the propagation de�
lay is used to minimize the overall power�delay product� The
global minimum power�delay product is achieved for this ex�
ample at WINT � ��� �m and Wn � �� �m�

�� EFFECTS OF INTERCONNECT

RESISTIVITY AND LENGTH ON

POWER DISSIPATION

The proposed criteria for interconnect width optimiza�
tion are applied to di�erent target circuits� The total tran�
sient power dissipation is obtained using three di�erent in�
terconnect widths� thin� optimum� and wide� Di�erent case
studies demonstrate the importance of the optimization pro�
cess in reducing power� The optimum width is obtained for
two line lengths� l � � mm 	more resistive
 and � mm 	more
inductive
� For short 	resistive
 lines� the signal character�
istics are not particularly sensitive to the line width� The
optimum solution achieves a greater power reduction in more
inductive lines�
Using the optimumwidth rather than the minimumwidth�

the total power dissipation is decreased by reducing the
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Figure �� Total power dissipation with di�erent wire and driver
sizes for N � ��	

short�circuit power� As listed in Table �� the optimum width
of a copper line 	� � ��� ��cm
 reduces the total transient
power by ����� for l � � mm as compared to ����� for l � �
mm� For an aluminum line 	� � ��� ��cm
� a reduction of
����� is achieved as compared to ������ The more inductive
the interconnect� the more sensitive the power dissipation is
to a change in the line width 	and a change in the signal
characteristics
� Wire width optimization is� therefore� more
e�ective for longer� more inductive lines�
A ten times wide line is used rather than the optimum

line� Using the optimum width reduces the total power dis�
sipation as compared to a wider line� The power reduction
in this case is caused by a reduction in both power compo�
nents 	short�circuit and dynamic
� The per cent reduction
in power is listed in the �nal column of Table �� For both
line lengths� the power reduction in copper is higher than the
power reduction in aluminum� For l � � mm� the per cent
reduction in power is ����� for copper as compared to �����
for aluminum� A reduction in copper of ����� is obtained
versus ����� in aluminum for l � � mm� This behavior is
nonintuitive as the line resistance is higher for aluminum and
both lines have the same capacitance and inductance� The
power dissipation is actually higher for aluminum than for
copper� The inductance�to�resistance ratio L

R
of copper is

higher than in aluminum� increasing the importance of using
the optimum width for less resistive 	highly inductive
 lines�
Alternatively� for thin lines� the line resistance has a greater
e�ect on the signal characteristics� The reduction in power is
higher for aluminum than copper 	compare� for example� the
reduction in power in copper versus aluminum in the fourth
and last columns
�

�� CONCLUSIONS

It is shown in this paper that a tradeo� exists between
dynamic and short�circuit power in determining the width
of inductive interconnect� This tradeo� is not signi�cant
in resistive lines as the signal characteristics are less sensi�
tive to the line dimensions� The short�circuit power of an
overdriven interconnect line decreases with line width� while

Table �� Power reduction for di�erent metal line resistivities and
dimensions

Total Transient Power Dissipation �W �

Resistive Line  l � 
 mm �

� �� cm� Optimum Thin Improve Wide Improve

Cu 
��� ��� �
� ���� � �	� ���� �

Al ���� �	� ��� ���� � �
� ���� �

Inductive Line  l � � mm �

Cu 
��� 

�
 ���� ���� � 
��
 �
�� �

Al ���� 
��� ���� ���� � 
��� ���� �

the dynamic power increases� When the line exceeds the
matched condition� not only the dynamic power but also the
short�circuit power increase with increasing line width�
For a long inductive interconnect line� an optimum in�

terconnect width exists that minimizes the total transient
power dissipation� A closed form solution is presented for
determining this optimum width� This solution has high ac�
curacy� producing an error of less than ��� The optimum
line width is shown to be more e�ective in reducing the total
transient power as the line becomes longer� With aluminum
interconnect� a reduction in power of about ��� and ��� is
obtained as compared to thin and wide wires� respectively�
For copper interconnect� a reduction in power of ��� and
��� is obtained for the same conditions� The optimum in�
terconnect width depends upon both the driver size and the
number of load gates� With this solution� the optimum driver
and wire size can be simultaneously determined�
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